Annuality, perenniality and cell death.
This essay considers annuality and perenniality as quantitative traits and discusses the application of established and new genetic tools to the analysis of plant life histories. Annual/perennial status is a function of meristem determinacy in combination with the processes of cell death and disposal employed by plants to generate well-adapted anatomies and morphologies. Creeping perennials, like clover or bracken, seem to move around in the environment. They do this by extending into unoccupied space while the oldest tissues behind the growing and mature regions senesce, die and decompose. Trees do essentially the same thing, except that they develop vertically and the old dead tissue does not disappear but instead persists as wood. A root system is a kind of upended vertical perennial. The balance between exploratory growth and the wave of tissue death that succeeds it is a major determinant of perenniality. So although perenniality and annuality may appear to be dramatically different traits, extremes of behaviour can arise by a relatively minor change in the relationship between growth and death. This conclusion is supported by evidence from genome dosage studies, from the practical experiences of breeding perennial-type traits into annual backgrounds and from molecular cladistics. Applications of methods for the genetic analysis of quantitative characters are described, including the exploitation of introgression mapping in Lolium-Festuca and quantitative trait locus mapping in cereals and other species.